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EDUCATION 

 M.S Computer Science Engineering | University of Southern California, California                         Dec ‘15 

 Specialization: Intelligent Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, Web Development 

 Student Technical Assistant at ITS (Information Technology Services), University of Southern California  

 Researching on developing components of a service robot for human-robot task collaborations with older adults 

 B.E Electronics and Communication | Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU), India                                                    Jun ‘13 

 Specialization: Micro-Controllers, Analog and Digital Circuit Design 
 

SKILLS 

Programming Lang  -  Proficient: JAVA, Python, HTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript, jQuery, Experience: C++, C, SQL, Embedded C                                            
Development Tools -  Eclipse, IDLE, MATLAB, Visual Studio, ORCAD, ModelSim Xlink9.0, Microwind, PSPICE, DSCH3.1 
VLSI Programming   -  Verilog, HDL,  Database   -   MySQL                 

 

ACADEMIC PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

E-Commerce Website Design | Individual Project  

 Designed both frontend and backend of a website for product sales and report generation, using HTML. 

 Developed a products database and modified, retrieved data using complex SQL sub queries and functions. 

 Integrated a dynamic interactive UI and a complex search tool to retrieve product details from database.  

 Designed the cart feature using PHP and maintained customer profiles similar to Amazon website. 

 Developed a responsive dynamic website for mobile devices and converted it into a MVC (Model View Controller). 

 The frontend of the website can be viewed at: http://cs-server.usc.edu:55443/codeigniter/index.php/main_con 

 URL for the code: https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7P8uq4jW5PdTTVxb0ZhZzBvclE&usp=sharing 

Hovercraft | Role: Robotic design and development Engineer 

 Designed a robust Hovercraft, using brushless CPU fans on Intel Galileo Board using Arduino. 

 Implemented Line tracing functionality in the robot, using IR sensors and calculated the traversed distance of the robot. 

 Developed feedback system and stabilized the movements of the robot by developing PID controller using Arduino. 

Quadbot | Role: Team Leader 

 Integrated an aerial robot (quad rotor) with a Quadruped crawler maintaining its autonomous control. 

 The crawler was designed using P89V51RD2 controller board and had 3 servos per leg which provided a lot of flexibility. 

 Designed a stable Flight system using Arduino multi-Wii platform which served as a surveillance system. 

 Implemented an autonomous maneuverability using a robust sensor system. 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE  

Ram Tecnoz, CEO                                                 ’11 – ‘13 

 A self-startup aiming in providing smart gadgets using robotic solutions, focusing on renewable energy usage. 

 Designed and manufactured automatic night switches, solar powered smart lamps. 

 Provided support to clients by customizing water level indicators, timer ports etc , based on client’s requirement. 

 Successfully Served 25 clients in the circuit design and manufacturing domain. 

 Trained 50 undergraduate students and provided hands on experience in Circuit designing, Basic Robotics projects.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS AND SIGNIFICANT POSITIONS HELD 

 Built a Hovercraft in a team of 5 and won Intel hardware hackathon, University of Southern California. 

 Designed and implemented a line tracer robot using K-map and logic design in high school. 

 Student Coordinator, Emitters (Electronics Students Association), Maharaja Institute of Technology. 

 Placement Coordinator, Placement Cell, Maharaja Institute of Technology. 

 Event Manager, National Entrepreneurship Network (NEN), INDIA. 
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